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Successive image contrast enhancement was used to direct digital radiography system. This system was accurately required acquisition signal in each pixel. But, applied high electric field in a-Se thin film for x-ray conversion layer was caused to acquisition signal distortion, then bring low image contrast. The purpose of this study was to reduce the signal distortion, carried out different electrode size.
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This paper is about to consist of neutralization public decision system which is level controlled the amount of inflow and outflow water to make use of PLC in automatic system and according to numerical value of PH, which is projected into a water tank counteragent automatically. But nevertheless, appearance of extended PLC, there is a limit to realize from automatic system to intellectual system which is more efficient and active. There are two problems in PLC. First, there is not generalized that a module of PLC (which is installed in PLC) is realized control algorithm form. Second, there is a difficulty of expression that provided PLC control language is realized. There fore I take fuzzy inference control technique of various intellectual algorithm and I make a control rule and …

Development of Dual System Technology for PC based control system at the steel plant
Park Yeong-Bok
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This paper describes the dual system technology of PC based control system at steel plant. Because PC is developed to be used in wide area such as Office Automation, Personal, it is cheaper and more portable than the present process control system, but is less stable and less reliable. In this research, We gathered the fault example of a general process control system and steel process control system, analyzed the cause of fault and decided the target fault that took over in our proposed system. The proposed PC based system is the dual system that has a shared RAID system connected by SCSI bus between two systems. In order to assist system reliability, we proposed watchdog manager to monitor …
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This paper proposes the recognition method of the strip shape using the Least-Square method and the distinction method of the asymmetric shape and the compensation method upon the shape control values for the stainless steel cold rolling mill. This paper proposes the shape recognition method before control and the compensation method to minimize the fluctuation of the shape deviation and to get symmetric shape. This paper shows on line test results to verify the performance of the control method for the process. The experiments have been performed with respect to various material type, thickness, and strip width. The performance of the proposed method is obtained excellent quality and high productivity as results.